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Forskrivningsmodulen (e-resept) 4.6.0 RC1 (#17462) - Release Notes

Customer Feature
Some descriptions in "kodeverk" 7426 have been updated.
[ RENO-15128, Resolved, As a user, I want to see new names for some kodeverk 7426 codes ]

Feature
User help file updated to match FM version 4.4.0. New/updated text is in English.
[ RENO-15386, Resolved, As a user I want to see an updated version of the FM help ]

In "LIB historikk" an new popup has been added for active stops "X" icon, where the user can left click
on the icon to see what users where involved in the stopping.
[ RENO-15130, Resolved, As a user, I want to see seponation information in the "LIB historikk" window ]

Customer Defect
Inbox messages about stop suggestions are now deleted when the doctor accepts the suggestion
[ RENO-15378 (Support 412582), Resolved, Inbox message about stop draft is not deleted when the doctor accepts the
draft ]

Inbox messages about pending M1 message on the signing queue are now not deleted when the doctor
accepts a Reg-i-LIB draft for the patient. Note: a side-effect is that the inbox message may now be recreated after the doctor has marked it as handled. This may happen when closing the FM and there are
still old M1 on the signing queue. Previously, it was only created if the M1 was put on the signing queue
in the current FM session.
[ RENO-15377 (Support 469452), Resolved, Inbox message about unsent resept is deleted when the doctor accepts a
Reg draft, when there is a resept on the signing queue ]

Inbox message about unsent resept is no longer deleted when an assistant undoes a draft, even if there
is another resept on the signing queue.
[ RENO-15324 (203203), Resolved, Inbox message about unsent resept is deleted when an assistant undoes a draft,
even if there is another resept on the signing queue ]

M5 is now sent with M25.1 when "Knytt til LIB-oppføring i lokal LIB" from M25.2 keeping the local
prescription.
[ RENO-15290 (202304), Resolved, VS: 202304 - M5 is not sent with M25.1 when "Knytt til LIB-oppføring i lokal LIB" from
M25.2 keeping the local prescription. ]

Fixed LIB element in M5 not showing in sent M25.1 under seponated after "Knytt til LIB oppføring" from
M25.2 prescription (keeping the local prescription)
[ RENO-15289 (202305), Resolved, VS: 202305 - LIB element in M5 does not show in sent M25.1 under seponated after
"Knytt til LIB oppføring" keeping the local prescription, from M25.2 is done. ]

Users are now able to undo import suggestions when opening a new samstemming session.
[ RENO-15249 (200900), Resolved, Cannot undo an import suggestion from samstemming ]

The FM now tries to use only 9 digit HPRnumbers, i.e. if the numbers are shorter then number will be
padded with zeros on the left so it will be 9 digits long.
[ RENO-15241 (201123), Resolved, Bug 201123: Looking up IDs with leading zeroes isn't handled correctly ]

Samstemming no longer shows "=" between local and external items if a new stop date has been set
when importing.
When importing a "kur" with last date in the past, adding a stop date in the future that date will shown on
the item.
[ RENO-15238 (200798), Resolved, Samstemming shows "=" between local and external items if a new stop date has
been set when importing ]

Prescriptions actively stopped by user on the same day the treatment starts are sent out in a "multidose"
message (M25.1) with a stop date and time of stopping.
[ RENO-15177 (197667), Resolved, LIB-ansvarlig sends M1 and M25.1 and seponers the same day then the
seponeringsdate is at the beginning of next day ]

As there is no time-limit longer on undoing an pending or failed prescription (e-resept) there is no longer
any time limit on undoing a pending or failed recall
[ RENO-15129, Resolved, Undo of renewal after 24 hours, leaves the M5 on the signing queue ]

A new detailed tool tip has been added to the sign / send button if the last lookup for the patient in
context was a limited one.
[ RENO-14662 (Bug 173421), Resolved, Bug 173421: Patient with Nei to RF lookup in FM 4.1, gets "Siste Begrenset
oppslag" when opened in FM 4.2 after new date ]

Defect
After importing in "samstemming" a message (M97) requesting delivery information is sent out for
imported prescriptions, just like when importing from AF.
[ RENO-15188, Resolved, M9.7 isn´t sent after importing a resept from samstemming ]

Epic
RFC#56 implemented as described in the document "RFC#56 - Updated e-resept messages"
[ RENO-15260, Resolved, Updated e-resept messages ]

RFC#12 implemented as specified in the document "RFC#12 - Integration with Meona"
[ RENO-15259, Resolved, Integration with Meona ]

